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Highlights
A droplet jumping theory on
biphilic surfaces is developed and
verified
Surface structure, orientation, and
air pressure are studied
theoretically
The biphilic surface is optimized
to maximize the droplet jumping
height
Condensation heat transfer of the
optimized biphilic surface is
enhanced notably

To maximize the droplet jumping height on a biphilic surface, Zhu et al. develop a
droplet jumping theory, considering the surface structure, orientation, and air
pressure. The optimized biphilic surface significantly enhances the condensation
heat transfer, which benefits various thermal applications.
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Droplet jumping physics on biphilic surfaces
with different nanostructures and surface
orientations under various air pressure conditions
Yihao Zhu,1 Tsz Chung Ho,1 Hau Him Lee,1 Michael Kwok Hi Leung,1 and Chi Yan Tso1,2,*

SUMMARY

Suffering from the adhesion of condensing water droplets, surface
condensation performance is severely degraded. On a biphilic surface,
condensing droplets efficiently nucleate while spontaneously being
effectively removed from the surface due to the coalescence-induced
droplet jumping phenomenon, significantly improving the surface
condensation performance. However, it remains a challenge to appropriately tune the biphilic surface structure to maximize the droplet
jumping performance and improve the condensation. Here, we report
an experimentally verified droplet jumping theory that can optimize
the biphilic surface structure, maximizing the droplet jumping height
on the biphilic surface. Effects of surface orientation and air pressure
are also investigated. The heat flux on the optimized biphilic surface
can be enhanced by 43% and 139% compared with that on the
superhydrophobic surface and a normal copper plate under atmospheric conditions, respectively, while that of the water collection
flux can be improved by 61% and 273%, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Condensation is a vital phase-change phenomenon1,2 that is widely used in various thermal applications, including air conditioning,3–5 refrigeration,6 water harvesting,7–9 desalination,10,11 energy conversion,12,13 and thermal management,14–17 and also, in particular, air conditioning systems, which consume 20% of total electricity worldwide.18
Based on the fact that the overall system efficiency of these thermal applications is
directly associated with the condensation performance on the heat transfer surfaces,7
enhancing condensation to save energy is a global challenge and urgently needed.
To enhance condensation, condensing water droplets with a high thermal resistance
should be effectively removed from heat transfer surfaces.19–23 In the recent decade,
thanks to the development of engineered surface science, the coalescence-induced
droplet jumping phenomenon was discovered on superhydrophobic surfaces,24–28
improving the condensation heat transfer performance. Nevertheless, because the
water embryos nucleate inside the gap of the superhydrophobic nanostructure, partial-Wenzel droplets inevitably form on the surface, limiting its droplet jumping and
self-removal rate. Also, due to the large interfacial energy barrier between the surface
and vapor, condensation on superhydrophobic surfaces is restricted.7,8,29 Inspired by
the overwings of a desert beetle that demonstrates an excellent atmospheric water
collection capability,30 nanoscale hydrophilic sites were coated on a superhydrophobic
substrate, and a novel nanostructured surface, named the biphilic surface,31–35 was
created. The hydrophilic sites on the biphilic surface can provide preferable nucleation
locations to solve the partial-Wenzel droplet and interfacial energy barrier issues (i.e.,
nucleation enhancement).6–8,31,36–38 The heterogeneous condensation phenomenon
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on a hydrophilic-hydrophobic hybrid surface was firstly recorded by Varanasi et al.,31
pioneer of research about condensation on a biphilic surface. In the past few years,
numerous researchers focused on improving nucleation density,33 flood resisting properties,34 anti-icing,37 and water harvesting8 on biphilic surfaces. However, the droplet
jumping performance on a biphilic surface could be restricted due to the locally strong
adhesion between the hydrophilic sites and droplets (i.e., droplet departure).38 To
address this issue, this work aims to fundamentally understand the trade-off effects between nucleation enhancement and droplet departure on biphilic surfaces, and optimize the surface structure (i.e., wetting characteristics) to maximize the droplet jumping
height on the surface for condensation improvement.
Based on the classical nucleation theory, heterogeneous surface wetting mechanism,
and energy conservation principle, we developed a novel droplet jumping theory,
describing the condensing droplet nucleation, coalescence, and departure process
on the biphilic surface. Guided by this droplet jumping theory, the optimized wetting
characteristics (i.e., hydrophilic area fraction) can be theoretically determined, which
can balance nucleation enhancement and droplet departure, maximizing the
condensing droplet jumping height on the biphilic surface. In theory, the droplet
jumping height on biphilic surfaces with different hydrophilic area fractions can be theoretically calculated. Subsequently, the droplet jumping height on different biphilic surfaces was experimentally measured to verify our droplet jumping theory. Based on the
optimized biphilic surface and toward the needs of different thermal applications, the
effects of surface orientation and air pressure, which can significantly affect the condensation,39 heat transfer, and droplet jumping process,40 are also considered in this work.
The condensing droplet jumping performance (i.e., droplet jumping height and jumping droplet diameter), heat flux, and water collection flux on the optimized biphilic surface with different surface angle-of-inclinations, q, were experimentally studied. For
comparison, the droplet jumping performance on the superhydrophobic surface was
also measured. Notably, our droplet jumping theory can theoretically determine the
droplet jumping height on the biphilic surface with different q under different air pressure conditions, which is also experimentally verified. Overall, this work creates a significant academic contribution to droplet jumping physics on the biphilic surface,
achieving a breakthrough in the development of droplet jumping theory and experiments. Practically, it provides a feasible approach to improve the condensation performance on heat transfer surfaces, benefiting various thermal applications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optimization of the biphilic surface structure
On the biphilic surface, the water vapor in the environment tends to be ‘‘trapped’’ by
the nanometric hydrophilic sites due to low interfacial surface energy barrier,31 resulting in the nucleation of most of the water embryos on the top side of the hydrophilic sites during condensation (see Figure 1A) instead of nucleating inside the gap
of the superhydrophobic nanostructure.33,37 In this condensation mode, the hydrophilic sites serve as favorable nucleation sites that can prevent the water droplet
from nucleating inside the gap of the superhydrophobic nanostructure (i.e., Cassie-like state), which is the key for the nucleation enhancement on the biphilic surface. When droplets grow to sizes massive enough to interact with adjacent ones,
the droplet coalescence, which can drive the merged large droplet to depart from
the surface, happens and promotes self-cleaning of the surface.
The level of nucleation enhancement can be quantified as the probability of a water
embryo appearing on the hydrophilic sites after nucleation, which can be
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Figure 1. Droplet jumping theory on the biphilic surface
(A) Droplet nucleation, coalescence, and departure process on the biphilic surface. The probability of water embryo nucleating on the hydrophilic sites
is represented by Psite , while that of nucleating on the superhydrophobic nanostructure is represented by 1  Psite .
(B) Theoretical calculation of 1  Psite and Ek .
(C) Theoretical calculation (lines) and experimental results (data points) of the droplet jumping height on the superhydrophobic surface and biphilic
surfaces with different hydrophilic area fractions, 4l . Data are represented as mean G SD from six measurements on jumping droplet images. Please
note that, apart from the droplet diameter, the droplet jumping height is also influenced by the size ratio of two small droplets before coalescence.27,37
When this ratio is 1 (i.e., the sizes of two small droplets are identical), the droplet jumping height can be maximized. 27 For simplification, the data
presented in (C) are the highest values of droplet jumping height that appeared in each droplet diameter range (e.g., D = 20–40 mm, 40–60 mm, etc.),
which was determined by the error of droplet diameter measurement (i.e., <8–15 mm). The average droplet jumping height (i.e., grouped with different
ranges of droplet diameter) on the superhydrophobic surface and the biphilic surfaces with different 4l is shown in Figure S6 in Note S4.

determined by extending the classical nucleation theory: Psite =

Pl
Pl + Pp Pl Pp ,

where Pl

and Pp are the water condensation probabilities on purely hydrophilic and superhydrophobic areas, respectively. Here, Pl + Pp  Pl Pp actually is the condensation
probability on the surface with heterogeneous wettability.8 Based on the
assumption that the water droplets homogenously form on an area with uniform
wettability (see Figure S1 in Note S1), the condensation probability can be


RT
calculated as P = 1  exp  4l Ai Tsv CJss dT , where Js is the water condensation
rate, which is highly dependent on the surface wettability, 4l is the area fraction of
the specific surface wettability (i.e., for the case of the biphilic surface, it is the
fraction of hydrophilic to superhydrophobic areas), while A, Tv, Ts, and Cs are the
surface area, vapor temperature, surface temperature, and surface cooling rate,
respectively. Knowing the water condensation rates on both the hydrophilic and
superhydrophobic areas (i.e., Pl and Pp), the Psite can be determined. In other words,
a certain amount of the water embryos (i.e., 1  Psite ) cannot be trapped by the hydrophilic sites and nucleate on the superhydrophobic substrate. Some of these
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embryos nucleate inside the gap of the superhydrophobic nanostructure, causing
locally high interfacial adhesion between the droplet and surface (i.e., partial-Wenzel state). Based on the fact that the size of jumping droplets (i.e., a20 mm) is far
more massive than that of the surface nanomorphology (i.e., the length scale of
the superhydrophobic structure is 200–800 nm, the diameter of the hydrophilic
sites is 700–900 nm) and a single water embryo droplet (i.e., (10 nm), it can be
assumed that, immediately before departure, the droplets are formed from the water embryos nucleated on both the hydrophilic and superhydrophobic area on the
biphilic surface. Based on this assumption, the interfȧacial adhesion between the
droplet and substrate, Ea, could be described by considering the heterogeneous
surface wettability:
Ea = Psite EC + ð1  Psite ÞEW ;

(Equation 1)

where EC and EW are the interfacial adhesion work donated by the Cassie-like and partial-Wenzel states droplet-surface interface, respectively. With the determined Ea, the
kinetic energy, Ek, that can drive the merged droplet to depart from the biphilic surface, can be quantified based on the energy conversion:27,41,42 Ek = DEs 
ðEa + Ep + Ev Þ, where DEs is the excess surface energy during the droplet coalescence,
which is the energy source for droplet departure and jumping, and it can be quantified
by: DEs = DAda gda + DAds gds + DAasgas. Here, Ada, Ads, and Aas are the interfacial contact areas of droplet-air, droplet-surface, and air-surface interfaces, respectively,
meanwhile, gda, gds, and gas are the surface tensions of droplet-air, droplet-surface,
and air-surface interfaces, respectively. Ep and Ev are energy loss due to the viscosity
dissipation and potential energy increase, respectively.
Figure 1B shows the calculated results of 1  Psite against 4l, the area fraction of the
hydrophilic sites on the biphilic surface. On the normal superhydrophobic surface
(i.e., 4l = 0), all the condensing water nucleates on the superhydrophobic region
(i.e., 1  Psite = 100%), with the resulting that a significant part of the water embryo
nucleates in the gap of the superhydrophobic nanostructure.7,38 With increased 4l,
1  Psite is smaller, which means that the probability of water nucleation inside the
gap of the superhydrophobic nanostructure is lower. Due to the lower interfacial energy barrier between the vapor and hydrophilic sites compared with that of the
superhydrophobic substrate, the water embryos are more likely to condense on
the sites instead of the substrate, resulting in the droplet-surface interface of the
jumping droplets being dominated by the kinetic-favored Cassie-like mode before
droplet departure. However, because of the locally strong interfacial adhesion between the hydrophilic sites and droplets, the energy dissipation during the droplet
departure would be more significant when 4l is increased. Hence, the kinetic energy
obtained for droplet jumping (represented by the characteristic kinetic energy, Ek ,
as shown in Figure 1B) can be determined and shows an inverted V shape due to
this trade-off effect between the nucleation enhancement and droplet departure.
With the calculated droplet kinetic energy, the droplet
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃdeparture velocity perpenk
, where d0 and md are the
dicular to the surface can be calculated by v0; y = d2E
0 md
estimated factors of energy loss due to droplet-body oscillation during the initial
stage of droplet departure, and the mass of the large droplet after coalescence,
respectively.43 Based on the calculated v0;y , the droplet jumping process on an inclined biphilic surface can be evaluated:
Zv
md
v0

4

1
4
P
dv = pr 3 rw
3
Fy

Zvy
v0;y

1
  dvy =
FW + FD;y vy
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where t is the droplet jumping time, while vy and Fy are the droplet jumping velocity and the force of jumping droplets perpendicular to the inclined biphilic surface,
respectively. FW and FD are the gravity (i.e., FW = 4/3pr3rwg) and drag forces (i.e.,
FD,y = 6pmarvy) of the jumping droplets during mid-flight. Here, r, rw, g, and ma are
the radius of large droplets after coalescence, water density, gravitational acceleration, and air viscosity, respectively. By solving Equation 2, the instantaneous droplet
jumping velocity, vy(t), can be determined. Subsequently, the droplet jumping
height against droplet diameters can be computed by solving the equation:
Rt
Hðt1 Þ = 01 vy ðtÞ dt, where t1 is the time when vy(t1) = 0. At the time t1, the droplet
jumping velocity in the vertical direction to the surface baseline is 0, which means
that the droplet has reached the top position. Therefore, H(t1), the jumping droplet
displacement in the vertical direction to the surface can be defined as the droplet
jumping height, H (see Figure 1C). Facilitated by the larger area fraction of the
hydrophilic sites, the probability of water nucleation on the superhydrophobic
substrate (i.e., formation of a partial-Wenzel water-surface interface) on the
biphilic surface with 4l = 0.9% (i.e., 1  Psite =  30%) is lower than that of the surface
with 4l = 0.2% (i.e., 1  Psite =  75%), resulting in a higher level of jumping droplet
kinetic energy (see Figure 1B) and droplet jumping height (see Figure 1C). However,
due to locally high surface energy at the interface between droplets and hydrophilic
sites, the droplet departure on the biphilic surface would be restricted. With overdense hydrophilic sites on the biphilic surface, for example, 4l = 2.3%, although
the 1  Psite is decreased to 13%, the jumping droplet kinetic energy is substantially reduced (even lower than that of the surface with 4l = 0%) due to the increased
interfacial adhesion work between the hydrophilic sites and water droplets, resulting
in a decrease of the droplet jumping height compared with that on the superhydrophobic surface (i.e., 4l = 0%) and the biphilic surface with 4l = 0.9%. More details
about the model calculations, including Equations S1 and S12, can be found in
Note S1. The physical meaning and unit of symbols can also be found in the
nomenclature in the supplemental Notes.
To verify this model, the superhydrophobic surface (i.e., 4l = 0) and the biphilic surfaces with three different 4l (i.e., 0.2%, 0.9%, and 2.3%) were fabricated, and the
condensing droplet jumping height on these surfaces under atmospheric conditions
was experimentally measured. The biphilic surfaces were fabricated in two steps:
superhydrophobic substrate fabrication and hydrophilic site coating. The superhydrophobic substrate was fabricated by a chemical etching method, which is one of
the most time-efficient approaches among various methods for superhydrophobic
surface fabrication.24,44,45 After that, some hydrophilic sites (nylon) were coated
on the superhydrophobic substrate by electrostatic coating (see Figure 2A), which
does not require expensive and complicated equipment,7,8 promising large-scale
and cost-effective manufacture of biphilic surfaces for various thermal applications.
More details about the surface fabrication can be found in the experimental
procedures. To indicate that the biphilic surface was fabricated successfully,
scanning electron microscopic (Figures 2B and 2C) measurement was conducted.
The grass-like structure is the superhydrophobic nanostructure, while the circled
area is the hydrophilic site. In addition, the wettability of the surface samples was
also determined by measuring the dynamic contact angles (i.e., advancing qAd ,
receding qRe , and tilting qTi ) and equilibrium contact angles (i.e., qEq ) of the superhydrophobic surface and the biphilic surfaces with different 4l. It was found that 4l has a
limited impact on the surface wettability; for example, qEq of the superhydrophobic
surface is 171.2 , while that of the biphilic surfaces with 4l = 0.2%, 0.9%, and 2.3% are
169.8 , 168.5 , and 165.6 , respectively, indicating that the qEq will not be significantly different with the increase of 4l. The dynamic contact angles (i.e., advancing
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Figure 2. Experiments for droplet jumping theory verification on the biphilic surfaces
(A) Schematic drawing of the biphilic surface fabrication using electrostatic coating technology. The inserted photo shows the atomized hydrophilic
solution from the syringe (i.e., hydrophilic particles). With the deposition of the particles on the superhydrophobic substrate driven by the electric field
in the environment, the biphilic surface could thereby be fabricated. To create the biphilic structure on a tube surface, a motor was adopted as a
rotational unit to couple with the electrostatic coating system, facilitating the deposition of the hydrophilic particles on the as-fabricated
superhydrophobic tube. The inserted schematic drawing shows the biphilic surface structure.
(B) Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image of the biphilic surface. The hydrophilic site number and the area fraction can be directly measured on the
SEM image.
(C) Zoom-in SEM image showing the case of a hydrophilic site. The diameter of the hydrophilic site, d, can be directly measured on the SEM image.
(D) Schematic drawing of the experimental setup for observing condensing droplet jumping on the biphilic surfaces in a transparent vacuum chamber.
(E) Photo image of the experimental setup. More details about the droplet jumping experiments can be found in the experimental procedures.

qAd , receding qRe , and tilting qTi ) can be found in Table S1 in Note S2. To further
verify the materials of the hydrophilic site area, a biphilic surface was examined
by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The EDS results are shown in Figure S2
in Note S2. More details about the contact angle measurement can be found in
Note S2. With the successful fabrication of the superhydrophobic and biphilic
surfaces, the condensing droplet jumping height on the surfaces can be experimentally measured. The experiments (Figures 2D and 2E, and S3 in Note S3) of droplet
jumping on the superhydrophobic and biphilic surfaces were conducted in a
transparent vacuum chamber, and all the surfaces were placed horizontally (i.e.,
q = 0 ). During the experiments, the surface (8 C) was cooled by a cooling
stage coupled with an isothermal water circulator that supplies chilled water.
When the surface temperature is lower than the dew point (i.e., 15 C), condensation happens, followed by the coalescence-induced droplet jumping phenomenon,
which can be recorded using a high-speed camera. Subsequently, the droplet
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jumping height can be directly measured on the camera images (see Figure S4 in
Note S3).
The experimental results of droplet jumping on the superhydrophobic surface and
biphilic surfaces with different 4l are also been shown as data points in Figure 1C.
Despite the surface structure, all the droplet jumping height results show a similar
inverted V profile, which is caused by the trade-off effects of energy conversion.27,37
Taking two neighboring small droplets as a system, the excess surface energy of the
system due to droplet coalescence will become more considerable when the droplet
size of two small droplets is larger, resulting in more enormous kinetic energy being
obtained by the system.46 Nevertheless, if the droplet mass or gravity of the system
is larger, the potential energy required by the system to lift the merged droplet will
also be more significant.37 Constrained by the limited release of energy during coalescence, the droplets can no longer achieve a higher jumping height when the
droplet size exceeds the critical value. Expectedly, the droplet jumping height results on all the surfaces can be well predicted by the theoretical calculation, and
the best droplet jumping height was found on the biphilic surface with 4l = 0.9%
(the droplet on this biphilic surface can generally jump 20%–30% higher than on
the superhydrophobic surface when the droplet diameter is 20–60 mm), which is
the optimized structure to achieve excellent condensing droplet jumping, smallest
critical droplet size (see Figure S8 in Note S4), and self-removal performance for
condensation improvement. To illustrate the effectiveness of droplet self-removal
on the biphilic surface, the condensing droplet behaviors were observed on the biphilic surfaces with hydrophilic area fraction of low value (i.e., 4l = 0.2%) and optimized value (i.e., 4l = 0.9%). To eliminate the accumulation effect of droplets,36
the biphilic structure was coated on copper tubes, which were cooled by supplying
chilled water from an isothermal water circulator. Due to relatively high 1 Psite on
the biphilic surface with a low hydrophilic area fraction, the droplet-surface interface
tends to be in the partial-Wenzel state, which restricts the condensing droplet departure on the surface, resulting in water flooding effects (see Figure 3A). By
increasing the hydrophilic area fraction to reduce 1  Psite , the droplet interface
could remain Cassie-like, promoting enhancement of droplet nucleation. On the biphilic surface with optimized hydrophilic area fraction, with trade-off effects between nucleation enhancement and droplet departure, the condensing droplets
can be efficiently removed from the surface (see Figures 3B and 3C), promising an
outstanding performance in droplet jumping and self-removal (see Figure 3D), which
enhances condensation.
Effects of surface orientation on jumping droplets
Considering different thermal applications, the heat transfer surfaces could be
configured in various orientations.39 It has been well investigated that gravitydependent water droplet shedding on hydrophobic heat exchangers with dropwise
condensation shows high sensitivity to the surface orientation.40 By knowing the surface orientation’s effect on dropwise condensation, the heat transfer performance,
as well as overall system efficiency for the thermal applications with condensation,
should be better evaluated and promoted. However, the effects of surface orientation (i.e., surface angle-of-inclination, q; see the inserted schematic drawing in Figure 4) on droplet jumping on the biphilic surface have yet to be explored. When
the biphilic surface is inclined, the initial droplet jumping direction (i.e., the direction
of droplet departure velocity), which is always perpendicular to the surface, will be
significantly different from that on a horizontal surface. Besides, it is assumed that
the droplet jumping process during mid-flight is significantly dominated by gravity,
which is independent of the droplet departure direction or q. When surface
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Figure 3. Observation of condensing droplet behavior
(A and B) Water condensation on the biphilic surface with the hydrophilic area fraction of (A) a low value (i.e., 4l = 0.2%) and (B) an optimized value
(i.e., 4l = 0.9%).
(C and D) Long-exposure and (D) expanded images (i.e., consolidation of 6,000 frames into a single figure) of the water condensation on the optimized
biphilic surface under an environment with an air dry-bulb temperature of 25  C and relative humidity of 60%, which can clearly show the cases of droplet
jumping on the biphilic tube surface with 4l = 0.9%.

orientations are no longer horizontal, with the absence or partial absence of gravity
in the initial droplet jumping direction on the biphilic surface, the droplet jumping
P
process can be theoretically quantified by replacing FW by FW cos q in Fy of Equation 2, and the droplet jumping height on the biphilic surface (i.e., with an optimized
value of hydrophilic area fraction, 4l = 0.9%) can be theoretically determined. To
verify the model, the droplet jumping height on the biphilic surface was also experimentally measured by tuning q in the experimental setup, as shown in Figures 2D
and 2E. For comparison, the droplet jumping height on the superhydrophobic surface with different q was also measured.
Figure 4 shows the results of droplet jumping height against different droplet sizes
on both superhydrophobic and biphilic surfaces with different q under atmospheric
conditions. Expectedly, the droplet jumping height of condensing droplets on both
surfaces can be significantly different by tuning the surface orientation. It was experimentally demonstrated that the droplet jumping height of the condensing droplet
(with a diameter D = 40–50 mm) on the biphilic surface with q = 45 can be improved
by 50% compared with that of a droplet of the same size on the horizontally placed
surface (i.e., q = 0 ). When q is further increased to 60 , the condensing droplet (i.e.,
D = 60–70 mm) can dramatically jump 99% higher than that on a horizontal surface.
Similar to the biphilic surface, the droplets on the superhydrophobic surface are able
to jump higher with a larger surface inclination. When the q is larger, the droplet
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Figure 4. Effects of surface orientation on jumping droplets
Theoretical (lines) and experimental (data points) results of droplet jumping height against
different droplet diameters on the optimized biphilic surface with different q under atmospheric
conditions. The critical values (indicated by star markings) are the maximized values of droplet
jumping heights for each theoretical line. Data are represented as mean G SD from six
measurements on jumping droplet images. The optimized biphilic surface (i.e., 4 l = 0.9%) was used
in this experiment.

gravity in the droplet jumping direction (i.e., FW cos q) would be smaller, resulting in
P
the jumping droplet being less dominated by gravity (i.e., a smaller value of
Fy ,
which shares an opposite direction to droplet departure velocity, v0, and
causes decelerating effects on the droplet) during its mid-flight. Therefore, the
droplet can jump higher on the surface with a larger q. Moreover, the theoretical
calculation (i.e., the lines in Figure 4) can well predict the experimental results
(i.e., the data points in Figure 4), proving that the droplet jumping theory developed
P
in this work is also valid when
Fy of jumping droplets is changed. Most
importantly, due to the improved kinetic energy in the departed droplets, the
droplet jumping height on the biphilic surface can always be 20%–30% better
than that on the superhydrophobic surface with different q. More details about the
calculation of droplet jumping height on the surfaces considering q can be found
in Note S1.
Apart from droplet jumping height, jumping droplet diameter, heat flux, and water
collection flux were also investigated and the results are shown in Figure 5. Affected
by gravity in the horizontal direction to the biphilic surface, the droplets tend to slide
toward the ground along this direction after returning to the inclined surface; and,
when q is more significant, this gravity-driven droplet sliding will be more considerable with a larger FW sin q. These sliding droplets can coalesce with other droplets
that are adhered on the surface, leading to droplet accumulation effects. Apart
from becoming larger in size with this accumulation, the merged droplets can also
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Figure 5. Jumping droplet diameter, heat flux, and water collection flux on different surfaces
(A) Probability distribution of the droplet jumping events with different jumping droplet diameters, D, on the biphilic surface with different q under
atmospheric conditions. The three inserted diagrams in (A) are the schematic drawing and photo images to explain the accumulating and sliding effects
of jumping droplets on an inclined biphilic surface. The experimental results about the probability distribution of D on the superhydrophobic surface
can be found in Figure S7 in Note S4.
(B) Experimental results of heat flux on the optimized biphilic surface, superhydrophobic surface, and normal copper plate with different q. Data are
represented as mean G SD from six measurements.
(C and D) (C) Photo image and (D) experimental results of water collection on the optimized biphilic surface, superhydrophobic surface, and normal
copper plate with different q. For an accurate result of water collection flux, the data of water collection was instantaneously recorded at a3 h, until the
weight balance reading became steady (i.e., stably increasing). Data are represented as mean G SD from six measurements. The optimized biphilic
surface (i.e., 4 l = 0.9%) was used in this experiment.

depart from the surface due to the coalescence-induced droplet jumping effects.
The results in Figure 5A show that most jumping droplets are 60–70 mm on the biphilic surface with q = 60 , while most of the droplets are 40–50 and 20–30 mm on
the surface with q = 45 and 0 , respectively. This is because, when the surface is inclined at a larger q, with more considerable droplet sliding and accumulating effects,
the large size of jumping droplets can be observed more frequently. With droplet
sliding and accumulating caused by the effects of surface inclination, more
condensed water is expected to be harvested. To quantify these effects on heat
transfer and water condensation performance, the heat flux, qo, and water collection
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flux, Cw, on the optimized biphilic surface with different q were experimentally
measured in a controlled environment (i.e., an air dry-bulb temperature of 25  C
and relative humidity of 60%) facilitated by an environmental chamber. The qo
and Cw on a normal copper plate and the superhydrophobic surface were also
measured for comparison. With the outstanding balance between the droplet nucleation and departure, qo can be improved by 43% on the biphilic surface compared
with that on the superhydrophobic surface when q = 70 , while that of Cw can be
enhanced by 61%. Aided by the unique droplet jumping, sliding, and accumulating phenomenon, the improvement of qo and Cw on the biphilic surface compared
with that on the normal copper plate can reach 79% and 141%, respectively,
when the inclination level of the surface is low (i.e., q = 20 ), and this improvement
can reach 139% and 273%, respectively, when the q = 45 , offering an excellent
strategy for heat transfer and condensation improvement. The long-term performance of condensation on the biphilic surface was also observed, and the details
can be found in Note S4. The results (i.e., Figure S5) show that the biphilic surface
will not degrade within the first 30 h of the condensation, which is longer than the
experimental time of droplet jumping and water collection (i.e., >3 h), showing
that the experimental results can be used for verifying the droplet jumping theory
in this work.
Effects of air pressure on jumping droplets
Beyond the surface structure and surface orientation, thermal applications involving
vacuum environments, such as droplet-jumping-based thermal diodes,15 cold
traps,47 spacecraft/aircraft thermal management,48,49 and organic Rankine cycle systems,50 also require droplets to condense in a low air pressure condition. Although
the droplet jumping process during mid-flight is gravity dominated, the interactions
between the jumping droplets and gas particles moderately depend on air pressure,16,38 which can significantly influence droplet jumping. Based on the fact that
the performance of droplet jumping is immensely related to the condensation and
overall system efficiency of various thermal applications, the effects of surface structure, surface orientation, and environmental air pressure on the droplet jumping of
the biphilic surface are worth studying. It is well known that air consists of a large
number of particles that are continuously moving, and these gas particles collide
with each other during the process of free motion. The mean distance between
two effective collisions of gas particles can be defined as the mean free path of
ppﬃﬃﬃ ma 1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ, where u is a numerical factor
air, la, which can be calculated by: la =
8 u
ra Pa

(i.e., u = 0.4987445),51 while ma, ra, and Pa are the viscosity, density, and pressure
of the air, respectively. Assume that the air gas is the ideal gas, when the air pressure
Pa is lower, the air density ra would be smaller. Besides, the viscosity ma does not
significantly change when Pa is lower. With the decrease of Pa and ra, the mean
free path of air, la, becomes more extensive, and the intensity of interaction or collisions between the gas particles and jumping droplets would be less significant.
When the la becomes as large as the droplet diameter, the droplet jumping process
is expected to be significantly different from that under atmospheric conditions.51
Here, the Knudsen number, Kn, the ratio of the mean free path length of fluid particles to the physical length scale of a specific body in the fluid,52 is introduced to
quantify the relationship between la and jumping droplet size. The calculation of
Knudsen number (i.e., Kn = lra , where r is the droplet radius) for jumping droplets
with different diameters is shown in Figure 6A. It is found that, when the air pressure
is 0.01 atm, Kn > 0.1 despite the droplet size. When the air pressure is further
decreased, the la will become much larger than the droplet size (i.e., Kn [ 1).
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Figure 6. Effects of air pressure on jumping droplets
(A and B) Theoretical calculation of (A) Knudsen number, K n , and (B) Cunningham factor, C f , of different sized jumping droplets under environments with
various air pressure conditions.
(C) Theoretical (lines) and experimental (data points) results of critical droplet jumping height on the biphilic surface with different q under environments
with various air pressures. Data are represented as mean G SD from six measurements on jumping droplet images. Note that, in practice, for some
cases where the q is too large (i.e., >75  ), when the droplets reach the top position, the droplet movement in the direction of gravity will be much larger
than the distance between the surface and ground H G . If H G is not adequate for the droplet to reach the top position, the droplet will be stopped by the
ground before the droplet jumping height can be measured; see the inserted schematic drawing in the upper left corner in (C). Through the calculation,
it was found that, to observe the jumping droplets on the surface with q = 75  –90  , H G should be a50–1,000 mm, which is not feasible in this experiment
setup, to prevent the collection of droplet jumping height results in this range. The optimized biphilic surface (i.e., 4 l = 0.9%) was used in this
experiment. More details about the calculation of HG can be found in Note S1.

Therefore, when the air pressure is decreased from 1 to (0.01 atm, the droplet
jumping process under the low-pressure condition becomes considerably distinct
from that under atmospheric conditions due to the increase of Kn.52,53 In this case,
the status of interaction between the gas particles and droplets would be significantly different from that under atmospheric conditions. Under this low-pressure
condition, where Kn is near or greater than 1, the motion of gas particles is in the
regime between the continuum flow and free molecular flow,54 and the drag force
FD,y of the jumping droplets can be corrected by a Cunningham factor, Cf, which
characterizes the slipping effect of droplet jumping in a fluid:51,53,55
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FD;y
=

FD;y
6pma rvy
i;
h
=
Cf 1 + Kn 1:257 + 0:4e1:1
Kn

(Equation 3)

where F’D,y is the drag force of jumping droplets under the low-pressure condition.
Based on the calculation of Kn (see Figure 6A), the Cf of jumping droplets can be obtained. The calculation of Cf is shown in Figure 6B. It is found that when the air pressure
is (0.01 atm, due to the increase of Kn, the Cf becomes greater than 1, leading to the
drag force of jumping droplets being significantly decreased (Cf is in the denominator
of Equation 3). Therefore, under the low-pressure condition, the energy loss of droplet
jumping due to air drag is less significant during mid-flight, and a higher droplet jumping height is expected.16 Under the assumption that the surface orientation effects on
jumping droplets are independent of environmental air pressure, the droplet jumping
height on the biphilic surface with different surface orientations under the low-pressure
0
condition can be theoretically predicted by replacing FD;y with FD;y
in Equation 2.
To verify the above discussion about air pressure effects, droplet jumping experiments (i.e., Figures 2D and 2E) with low air pressure inside the transparent vacuum
chamber were conducted. The results of the droplet jumping height on the biphilic
surface with different q are shown in Figure 6C. Here, the critical droplet jumping
height, or the maximum droplet jumping height that the droplet can achieve on
the biphilic surface with different q was studied. It was experimentally shown that,
despite surface orientations, the droplet can jump higher under the low-pressure
condition compared with that under atmospheric conditions. When the air pressure
is 0.01 atm, the droplet jumping height of the condensing droplets on the biphilic
surface inclined at q = 60 can be increased by 165% compared with that on a horizontal surface under 1 atm. Furthermore, the experimental results (data points in
Figure 6C) can be well predicted by the theoretical model (lines in Figure 6C), verifying the droplet jump theory of the biphilic surface with different q and under
different air pressure conditions in this work.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Resource availability
Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to
and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. Chi Yan Tso (chiytso@cityu.edu.hk).
Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and code availability
All of the data supporting the findings of this study are presented within the article
and supplemental notes. All other data are available from the lead contact upon
reasonable request.
Fabrication of nanostructured superhydrophobic substrates
The superhydrophobic substrates were fabricated on copper plates (with
45 3 45 mm and 0.2 mm thickness) and copper tubes (9.5 mm outer diameter,
150 mm length, and 0.81 mm wall thickness) by a chemical etching method. The copper plates/tubes were first polished by abrasive papers with 400 grit, followed by
800 and 1,500 grit, before being soaked in 100 mL of acetone for degreasing.
Next, the copper plates/tubes were placed into 100 mL of ethanol to remove the
acetone, and then intensively cleaned with DI water. Subsequently, the cleaned
copper plates/tubes were immersed in 100 mL of alkaline solution (i.e.,
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NaClO2:NaOH:Na3PO4 ∙ 12H2O:DI water = 3.75:5:10:100 wt %), which was heated
to 95 C G 3 C in a water heating bath, for 10 min. Being oxidized by this hot
alkaline solution, the CuO grass-like nanostructure can be uniformly formed on
the copper plates/tubes, which can become superhydrophobic by a post-fluorinating process. Here, the surface fluorination was facilitated by soaking the nanostructured copper plate in 100 mL HDFT (i.e., heptadecafluoro-1-decathiol)
dichloromethane solution for 1 h, and the superhydrophobic substrates, which can
be utilized to create the biphilic surfaces/tubes, were fabricated.
Fabrication of electrostatic coating solution
An alcohol-soluble nylon (i.e., ES-6) was selected to prepare the hydrophilic solution
for electrostatic coating. RS-6 (3.5 g) was mixed with 100 mL methanol solution, and
the mixture was stirred at 100 rpm for 24 h before heating to 60 C for 1 h.
Electrostatic coating of hydrophilic sites
The nanoscale hydrophilic sites were formed on the pre-fabricated superhydrophobic substrate via an electrospinner (ESR200R2D, Esrobot) with the hydrophilic solution (i.e., ES-6/methanol). The distance and voltage between the substrate and the
solution emitting point were 110 mm and 6 kV, respectively, while the flow rate of the
emission was maintained at 2 3 103 mL/min. The hydrophilic site area fraction on
the biphilic surfaces can be tuned by controlling the coating time: 9, 17, and 42 s
were used for fabricating the biphilic surfaces, with 4l = 0.2%, 0.9%, and 2.3%.
The same fabrication parameters were applied to create the biphilic nanostructure
on the tube surfaces. Meanwhile, the superhydrophobic tubes connected with a motor (DC TG-38123000, Geared) were installed next to the cathode side. A rotating
speed of 6 rpm for the motor, powered by a DC power supply (1550, BK Precision),
was set to facilitate the tube rotation. Using this hydrophilization of the superhydrophobic substrates, the biphilic surfaces/tubes were created.
Droplet jumping height measurement
The condensing droplet jumping experiments on both the superhydrophobic and biphilic surfaces were conducted in a 300 3 300 3 300 mm transparent vacuum chamber
made of acrylic blocks (LACO Technologies). To generate condensing jumping droplets, the surface was cooled using a cooling stage with chilled water through an
isothermal water circulator (AP15R-30-A12E, Polyscience). When the surface temperature (8 C) was lower than the dew point (15 C), condensation occurs, followed by
coalescence-induced droplet jumping on the surface, which can be observed and recorded using a high-speed camera (C110, Phantom). To study the effects of surface orientations, the surface was inclined with different surface angle-of-inclinations (i.e., q =
0 , 30 , 45 , and 60 ). Moreover, to investigate the effects of air pressure on the jumping droplets, a vacuum pump (E2M28, Edward) was introduced to control the pressure
inside the transparent vacuum chamber where the air pressure was measured using a
pressure sensor (KJL300800, Kurt J. Lesker). In this experimental setup, the achievable
range of air pressure inside the transparent vacuum chamber is 0.01–0.1 atm. In addition, to ensure an adequate condensation rate under low-pressure conditions for jumping droplet generation on the biphilic surface, the transparent vacuum chamber was
coupled with a water-filled stainless vapor chamber (3 L) in which the water vapor
can be passively provided and well controlled.
Observation of jumping droplets
To achieve adequate magnification of the droplets for precise measurement (e.g.,
measuring droplet diameter, droplet jumping height, and droplet jumping angle),
the camera was mounted with a micro-lens (105 mm f/2.8, Nikon) and three to five
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optical extension tubes. To maximize the observable area on the images captured
by the high-speed camera, the camera was rotated at the same angle as the q. To
achieve high accuracy in these measurements, suitable settings for the high-speed
camera and micro-lens were required. During jumping droplet observation, the f
value (i.e., the ratio of focal length to the diameter of the entrance pupil) of the micro-lens should be set at f/10–f/16 for a more expansive observation zone. Also, the
distance between the camera aperture to the targeted observation area was maintained at 350–400 mm, letting the camera focus on the condensation area (i.e.,
the chilled biphilic surface) to observe the jumping droplets. A back-side light source
with high power (LED, 1,000 W) and a front-side light source (LED, 30 W) were indispensable during the jumping droplet observation to enhance image brightness.
Observation of condensing droplet behavior
The condensing droplet behavior on the biphilic tubes was observed in an environmental chamber (TH-TG-300, Jeio Tech). The dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity inside the chamber were maintained at 25 C and 60%, respectively,
throughout the experiment. The surface temperature of the biphilic tubes was
6 C, which is lower than the dew point (i.e., 16.7 C). The cooling of the biphilic
tubes was facilitated by the chilled water supplied by an isothermal water circulator
(AP15R-30-A12E, Polyscience).
Measurement of heat flux on the inclined surfaces
The experiment was conducted in an environmental chamber (TH-TG-300, Jeio
Tech) that can well control the environment at a dry-bulb temperature of 25 C and
relative humidity of 60%. The surface samples (i.e., normal copper plate, superhydrophobic surface, and biphilic surface) were placed on a copper heat exchanger
with controlled inclinations (i.e., q = 20 , 45 , 70 , and 90 ). The surfaces were cooled
at 8 C using the copper heat exchanger with a chilled water supply from an
isothermal water circulator (AP15R-30-A12E, Polyscience). A thin-film type heat
flux sensor (HFS-4, Omega) was inserted between the surface and the heat
exchanger for heat flux measurement.
Water collection on the inclined surfaces
To achieve a stable environment (i.e., a dry-bulb temperature of 25 C and relative
humidity of 60%) for long-term water collection (i.e., >3 h), the experiment was conducted in an environmental chamber (TH-TG-300, Jeio Tech). The surface samples
(i.e., normal copper plate, superhydrophobic surface, and biphilic surface) were
placed on a copper heat exchanger with controlled inclinations (i.e., q = 20 , 45 ,
70 , and 90 ). During the experiment, the surface samples (8 C) were cooled by
the copper heat exchanger with chilled water from an isothermal water circulator
(AP15R-30-A12E, Polyscience). The mass of collected water droplets was instantaneously measured using a weight balance with a data-logging function.
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